Airline Crew Analytics

Analytics that helps airline managers and crew live healthier, happier and more balanced lives

Crew management is an extremely complex process, where analytics and machine learning can make a positive tangible difference reducing cost, fatigue and crew dissatisfaction.

Self-Service Analytics via Web UI

Transparency & Collaboration
Seamless access to data derived insights via web-UI, so teams can work together towards collective goals and track progress.

Analytics and Machine Learning

Insight & Automation
Use analytics and machine learning to discover hidden patterns, enable break-down and automate hard tasks like pairing.

Data Processing Architecture

Data Preparation & Virtualization
A tool-agnostic, automated data processing architecture enables the ability to gain holistic insights and effective algorithms.

Build on best practices

Safe, Secure & Private
By actively working with Azure we ensure tech and policies that uphold the highest standards of data privacy and security.
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